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ABSTRACT: Until the seventeenth century, rational numbers were represented as fractions. It was
starting from that century, thanks to Simon Stevin, that for all practical purposes the use of decimal
notation became widespread. Although decimal numbers are widely used, their organic development is
lacking, while a vast literature propagates misconceptions about them, among both students and teachers.
In particular, the case of the period 9 is especially interesting. In this paper, changing the point of view,
we propose substituting the usual definitions of the periodic decimal representation of a rational num-
ber – the one obtained through long division introduced in the secondary school and the one obtained
through the series concept for undergraduate level – with one which, instead of infinite progressions,
uses a known property of fractions deducible from Euler’s Totient Theorem. The long division becomes
a convenient algorithm for obtaining the decimal expansion of a rational number. The new definition
overcomes the difficulties noted in the literature. An elementary proof of Euler’s Totient Theorem will
be given depending only on Euclidean Division Theorem.
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Introduction
The introduction of decimals in mathematics came about through a long and arduous process. The first
systematic algebra to use positive and negative numbers, zero and the decimal system was developed by
Hindu mathematicians in India during the seventh century A.D.[...] This worldwide system is universally
known as the “Hindu–Arabic numeral system” that was discovered by the Indian Hindu mathematicians,
and then adopted and transmitted by the Arab mathematicians to Western Europe ([Deb]). But at the
end of the fifteenth century not even the writing of natural numbers in decimal system had yet been
established.
The Hindu-Arabic arithmetic for natural numbers became definitive and widespread thanks to the
publication of printed texts, while fractions still remained in use because they were easy to name, though
their calculations required constant conversions. Tenths, hundredths and thousandths were used only
casually.
At the end of the sixteenth century Francois Viéte (1540-1603) became an ardent defender of them,
but it was Simon Stevin (1548-1620) who, with his work De Thiende, first published in Dutch in 1585
and translated into French as La Disme (translated into English as Decimal Arithmetic), was able to
convince his contemporaries of the benefits of systematically splitting the units into tens, substituting the
calculations of ordinary integers with conversions and reductions to the same denominator. In the same
year Stevin published Arithmtique. In this work he presented a unified treatment for solving quadratic
equations and a method for finding approximate solutions to algebraic equations of all degrees (bringing
to the western world for the first time a general solution of the quadratic equation, originally documented
nearly a millennium previously by Brahmagupta in India).
Moreover, with his works, De Thiende and Arithmtique, Stevin initiated a systematic approach to
decimal representation of measuring numbers, marking a transition from a discrete arithmetic as practiced
by the Greeks, to the arithmetic of the continuum taken for granted today ([KK]).
About this subject, in [Mal] the author writes: A Euclidean number is always what we call a “natural”
or positive integer number, and the numerical operations involving them (for instance, the determination
of proportional means) were severely restricted to ensure that the answers were acceptable that is to say,
that the answers were positive integer numbers. As far as we know, not only was the neat and consistent
separation between the Euclidean notions of numbers and magnitudes preserved in Latin medieval trans-
lations (see below), but these notions were still regularly taught in the major schools of Western Europe
in the second half of the 15th century. By the second half of the 17th century, however, the distinction be-
tween the classical notions of (natural) numbers and continuous geometrical magnitudes was largely gone,
as were the notions themselves. We cannot find in the 16th century a theory of numbers and magnitudes
that confronts the classical notions head on not until we get to Stevin’s “Arithmétique” of 1585.
We could say, according to [Fow], that Stevin was a thorough-going arithmetiser. Anyway, his general
notion of a real number was accepted, tacitly or explicitly, by all later scientists ([vdW]). But acceptance
of the symbol with endless digits was possible only after the introduction of the concept of limit and the
assertion of Cantor’s theory of infinite sets.
The developments of analysis in the nineteenth century, especially concerning the theory of limits
that was the basis of it, made it increasingly urgent to arrive at a precise and unequivocal definition
of real numbers and their properties. “Arithmetization of analysis” is the term used in the history of
mathematics to refer to the period (around 1870) in which an exclusively arithmetic foundation was given
to the theory of real numbers, inducing mathematicians such as Karl Weierstrass, Richard Dedekind and
others to want to re-found the entire theory of numbers, freeing its introduction from any intuitive aspect
and conceiving of real numbers as conceptual structures rather than as intuitive parameters inherited
from Euclidean geometry ([Boy], [PS]). This objective was reached by different paths that led to, among
other things, the definition of infinite decimals through the series concept.
However, the “degeometrization” of the real numbers was not carried out without skepticism. In [Kli]
Morris Kline quotes Hermann Hankel who wrote in 1867: Every attempt to treat the irrational numbers
formally and without the concept of [geometric] magnitude must lead to the most abstruse and troublesome
artificialities, which, even if they can be carried through complete rigor, as we have every right to doubt,
do not have a right scientific value. Frege himself, the father of logicism, in the last years of his life went
back on his position regarding geometry. In Zahlen und Arithmetik [Numbers and Arithmetic] (in [Fre],
1924-25) he recognized in geometry the true source of mathematical knowledge, arguing that the nature of
numbers was geometrical because of the entirely geometrical nature of irrational numbers, numbers that
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mathematicians need; in the same work he stated that there is no bridge leading to irrational numbers
by starting from natural ones (which were for Frege the “numbers of commerce”, the first to be taught
because a child must be prepared to keep accounts, buy and sell). Moreover, in his Neuer Versuk der
Grunderlegung der Arithmetik [Retrying the Foundation of Arithmetic] (in [Fre], 1924-25) Frege began
to formulate a geometric theory of proportions to define complex numbers in a purely geometric context.
He died leaving this work unfinished (recently, in [ATV] and [AMV], the authors identify an axiomatic
theory of a purely synthetic geometrical type in keeping with the reasoning initiated by Frege).
In school path it is passed from the definition of decimal representation of a rational number obtained
by means of the long division, which can bring up all the periods except for the period 9, to that obtained
by means of notion of the infinite series. Regarding the topic of the ‘period 9’ in the literature are assumed
opposite positions: allowable [Rud], prohibited [Art].
Many studies establish that students at all levels, including preservice elementary and middle school
teachers, have considerable difficulty understanding the relationship between a rational number (fraction
of integer) and its decimal expansion(s). In particular, these studies examined the cognitive difficulties
in accepting the relationship 0.9 (= 0.999 . . . ) = 1, all attributable to the concepts of limit and infinity
([BLDKPS], [CD], [Eis], [Kal], [Ric], [Sie], [Sch], [YBL], [Yim], for example).
To solve the problems related to the notion of recurring decimals, and in particular to the period 9,
in this work we propose an elementary definition of decimal periodic representation (see Definition 2.1
in Section 2) that includes the period 9 and that uses neither the concept of limits nor that of actual
infinity. At the same time it will be proved that every rational admits a periodic decimal representation
(see Theorem 2.3).
This change of viewpoint, as will be seen, makes it possible to actually overcome the problems which
normally accompany the periodic decimal representation of rational numbers in the cited works. A key
role will be played by the following Euler’s Totient Theorem:
Theorem 0.1 (Euler’s Totient Theorem). For every positive integer b, let ϕ(b) be the number of integers
in {1, . . . , b} that are coprime with b. If b be is coprime with a, then aϕ(b) − 1 is a multiple of b.
Euler’s Totient Theorem is of major interest in number theory, as well as many other fields of mathe-
matics, for example, in cryptography ([Chi]). His connection with periodic decimals has long been known
(see for instance [Cat]), but at the scholastic level it is generally not referred to, perhaps because the
usual proofs of the theorem are given by means of group theory, binomial theorem, or modular arithmetic
(see [Sán], p. 188-189). In Section 3 we will provide a simple proof of Euler’s Totient Theorem depending
only on Euclidean Division Theorem.
In the note [Cat] E. Catalan converted periodic decimals into ordinary fractions without using infinite
progressions ([Dic]) and wrote La note suivante ne contient rien de neuf: si je me décide à la publier,
c’est parce que la manière dont on présente ordinairement la théorie des fractions périodiques n’est, si je
ne me trompe, ni trés-logique, ni très-rigoureuse. En outre, cette théorie s’appuie assez naturellement sur
le théorème de Fermat, et sur d’autres propriétés intéressantes (among which Euler’s Totient Theorem)
qu’il serait peut être convenable de faire entrer dans les éléments (En 1835, M. Midy, alors professeur au
college de Nantes, a public un peut mémoire que ma note reproduit en grande partie d’apies ce que j’ai
dit ci dessus, cette conformité etait inevitable).
For convenience of the reader, in the following section we will review the definitions of decimal repre-
sentation via series and long divisions and known properties.
1 Background
Today at the undergraduate level the decimal representation of a number real, and in particular of a
rational number, is introduced by first defining a real number as an element of a complete ordered field
and then by proving that every element of a complete ordered field is in absolute value the sum of a series
of the following type:
∞∑
i=0
ai
10i
, (1.1)
where a0 is a non-negative integer, and a1, a2, . . . are integers satisfying 0 ≤ ai ≤ 9, called the digits of
the decimal representation (see for example, [Kal], [Rud]). As we have already said some authors forbid
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decimal representations with a trailing infinite sequence of “9”s, this restriction still allows a decimal
representation for each real number, additionally, makes such a representation unique ([Kal]).
The number a defined by (1.1) is often written more briefly as
a0.a1a2a3 . . .
Usually a0 is called the integer part of a and a1, a2, a3, . . . are the digits forming the so-called fractional
part of a.
In the case of rational numbers (and only in that case) it happens that from a certain index i ≥ 0
onwards there is a cyclical repetition of ai+1 . . . ai+t ([Kal]). The decimal representation so obtained
is called the periodic decimal of period ai+1 . . . ai+t and anti-period a1 . . . ai. In particular, the series
∞∑
i=0
9
10n
converges to 1.
In secondary schools first the decimal representation is introduced only for rationals m/n (m/n > 0 and
expressed in lowest terms) whose denominator n divides a power of 10.
In this case
m
n
=
v
10i
= a0 +
a1
10
+ · · ·+ ai
10i
and to represent m/n in decimals the symbol a0.a1 . . . ai is used, with natural a0 and a1, . . . , ai digits of
the decimal system. The symbol a0.a1 . . . ai is called the finite decimal representation of m/n, and m/n
is called a finite decimal. To find a0, a1, . . . , ai’s which make it possible to convert a rational m/n into a
finite decimal by using the long division algorithm between m and n which, as is well known, consists in
adding a point to the quotient and zeros to the dividend until a zero remainder gotten.
If n presents a prime divisor different from 2 and 5, then m/n cannot be represented by a fraction with
a denominator power of 10i and a remainder of zero is never obtained by using long division. It happens,
as is known, that a remainder must necessarily be repeated and therefore all subsequent remainders are
cyclically repeated.
In general, let be qj and rj the quotient and the remainder of the Euclidean division of m · 10j with
n, for every non-negative integer j, the following relations hold:
m
n
=
m · 10j
n
· 1
10j
=
nqj + rj
n
· 1
10j
=
qj
10j
+
rj
n · 10j
, (1.2)
with 0 ≤ rj < n and then 0 ≤
rj
n · 10j
<
1
10j
.
For the sake of simplicity, let us refer to the case of 0 < m/n < 1 and m/n expressed in lowest terms.
The digits of qj are at most j and, by possibly placing zeroes before the digits of qj , we can consider
qj as constituted by j digits, i.e. we can place qj = c1 . . . cj with digits c1, . . . cj , and the result is
m/n = 0.c1 . . . cj +
rj
n · 10j
.
If n is coprime with 10, for each non-negative integer j, the remainder of the Euclidean division of
m · 10j with n is never zero, and the first remainder that is repeated by the long division between m
and n is precisely r0 = m. If the first remainder is repeated after t steps, then rt = r0, qt = b1 . . . bt
and after subsequent t steps we obviously get r0 = rt = r2t and q2t = b1 . . . btb1 . . . bt. After kt steps we
get r0 = rkt and qkt = b1 . . . bt︸ ︷︷ ︸
1th
. . . b1 . . . bt︸ ︷︷ ︸
kth
. In this way we get endless representations of m/n (potential
infinity) and we can write
m/n = 0.b1 . . . bt = 0.b1 . . . btb1 . . . bt . . . b1 . . . bt . . . (1.3)
and (1.3) is called periodic decimal representation of period b1 . . . bt.
If n is not coprime with 10, and s is the maximum between the exponents of the powers of 2 or 5 that
divide n (s > 0).
In this case, as is known, the first remainder that is repeated in the long division between m and n is
rs. Let us suppose rs = rs+t (with rs 6= rs+i, 0 < i < t), if qs = a1 . . . as and qs+t = a1 . . . asb1 . . . bt, for
(1.2), we get
m/n = 0.a1 . . . as +
b1 . . . bt
10s+t
+
rs
n · 10s+t
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= 0.a1 . . . as +
b1 . . . bt
10s+t
+
b1 . . . bt
10s+2t
+
rs
n · 10s+2t
= . . .
and for m/n we can use the representation
0.a1 . . . asb1 . . . bt = 0.a1 . . . asb1 . . . btb1 . . . bt . . . b1 . . . bt . . . , (1.4)
(1.4) is called the periodic decimal representation of period b1 . . . bt and anti-period a1 . . . as of m/n.
If m/n > 1 then m/n = q + r/n, where q and r are the quotient and remainder of the Euclidean
division of m by n, and it suffices to apply to r/n the above-said and replace “0.” with “q.” in the
periodic representations (1.3) and (1.4). As is known, the decimal representation of the rational numbers
introduced through long division does not yield the period 9.
2 An alternative definition
We now propose an elementary definition as an alternative to the periodic decimal representation of a
rational number - that we have just recalled in the above section - which also covers the case of the period
9 and which offers the advantage of requiring neither the concept of limit nor that of ongoing infinity,
notions wherein lie, according to the literature refered to in the introduction, the reasons for the problems
connected with the misconceptions about 0.9 = 1. Long division, as will be noted in Remark 2.2, takes
on the role of a convenient algorithm (as occurs for finite decimals).
In the sequel we will refer only to positive numbers.
Definition 2.1. Having assigned arbitrarily the digits m1, . . . ,mn, a1, . . . , au, b1, . . . , bv, b1, . . . , bv, where
some bj different from 0 we establish
m1 . . .mn . a1 . . . aub1 . . . bv = m1 . . .mn +
a1 . . . au
10u
+
b1 . . . bv
10u(10v − 1)
. (2.1)
We call the first member symbol of (2.1) the periodic decimal representation of the integer part m1 . . .mn,
anti-period a1 . . . au and period b1 . . . bv of the rational number to the second member.
The expression
a1 . . . au
10u
+
b1 . . . bv
10u(10v − 1)
,
that is less than 1, is called decimal part of m1 . . .mn . a1 . . . aub1 . . . bv.
It may help to think of it as similar to mixed numbers. Here an example could be useful:
Example 2.1. 62.041734 = 62 +
417
10000
+
34
(10000)(99)
.
In Introduction we have presented the conceptual problems related to the classical interpretation of the
period 9. In the next remark we highlight that with the new definition of periodic decimal representation
we don’t need to force that 0.9 = 1, as the equality is just a consequence of the definition itself.
Remark 2.1. If a periodic decimal representation of a rational number m/n has period 9, then m/n
coincides with the finite decimal obtained by removing the period 9 and increasing by 1 the digit that
precedes the period 9. Indeed:
m1 . . .mn.a1 . . . au9 = m1 . . .mn +
a1 . . . au
10u
+
9
10u · 9
(2.2)
= m1 . . .mn +
a1 . . . au
10u
+
1
10u
.
Conversely every finite decimal has a periodic decimal representation with 9 as period. To see this,
let m/n be a rational number with nk = 10s, for some integer positive s. Put h = mk, then for each non
negative integer t, it yields
m/n =
h(10t − 1)
10s(10t − 1)
=
(h− 1)(10t − 1) + (10t − 1)
10s(10t − 1)
=
h− 1
10s
+
10t − 1
10s(10t − 1)
.
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Therefore m/n allows a periodic decimal representation of type (2.1) of anti-period h−1 (even in this
case we can assume that the digits of h− 1 are exactly s, h− 1 = c1 . . . cs) and of period d1 . . . dt, with
di = 9, for 0 < i ≤ t.
By (2.1) it yields
m/n = 0.c1 . . . cs 9 . . . 9︸ ︷︷ ︸
t
, ∀t ∈ N. (2.3)
In order to show that every rational number admit at least one ‘periodic’ decimal representation of
type (2.1) we need the following results, that can be detected by the Euler Totient Theorem:
Lemma 2.2. For any positive integer n, there exist positive integers j and k and a nonnegative integer i
such that kn = 10i(10j − 1), where i = 0 if neither 2 nor 5 divides n, and j = 1 if no prime other than 2
and 5 divides n.
Theorem 2.3. Every rational number m/n allows a periodic decimal representation of type (2.1).
Proof. By Remark 2.1 we just have to show that if a rational number m/n is not finite decimal - that is
n has a divisor coprime with 10 - then it admits a representation of type (2.1).
If m1 and m2 are quotient and remainder of the Euclidean division of m by n, then m/n = m1+m2/n,
m2/n < 1, therefore we can limit ourselves to analyzing the case of 0 < m/n < 1, with m and n coprime.
By Lemma 2.2 there exist a non negative integer s and positive integers t and k such that nk =
10s(10t − 1), thus:
m/n =
km
10s(10t − 1)
. (2.4)
Let q and r be respectively the quotient and the remainder of the Euclidean division of km with
10t − 1:
km = (10t − 1)q + r. (2.5)
If r = 0, then by (2.4) and (2.5), we have
m
n
=
q
10s
, so that each divisor of n divides 10s. This
contradiction shows that r 6= 0. The number of digits of q are at most s, since m/n < 1, those of r
are at most t, since the remainder is less than the divisor; therefore, possibly by placing zeros before the
digits of q and r, we can consider q made up of s digits, i.e. q = c1 . . . cs, and r made up of t digits, i.e.
r = d1 . . . dt. It yields
m/n =
km
10s(10t − 1)
=
q(10t − 1) + r
10s(10t − 1)
=
c1 . . . cs
10s
+
d1 . . . dt
10s(10t − 1)
(2.6)
and, by (2.1), it yields
m/n = 0.c1 . . . csd1 . . . dt.
Remark 2.2. The long division between numerator and denominator becomes a convenient algorithm for
determining the periodic decimal representation of a rational number m/n and therefore the classical
definition and that of type (2.1) of periodic decimal representation coincide. For the sake of brevity, we
limit ourselves to considering the case of 0 < m/n < 1 and n coprime with 10.
We observe that if h < 10t − 1 then
h · 10t = h(10t − 1) + h,
therefore h is both the quotient and the remainder of the Euclidean division of h · 10t with 10t − 1.
In addition, if m/n = h/(10t − 1), h = km and m · 10t = nqt + rt, with 0 < rt < n, then h · 10t =
(10t − 1)qt + rtk, con 0 < rtk < 10t − 1, which implies h = qt.
Remark 2.3. In [Bar] Baruk stresses the difficulty of understanding the reasons for certain rules that are
used for decimals, that in some sense appear to be “magical”. Here we will see that those rules referred to
current periodic decimal rapresentation are satisfied by the definition of periodic decimal representation
of type (2.1).
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i) An elementary computation shows that the current decimal representation and the one of type (2.1)
have the same generative fraction:
m1 . . .mn . a1 . . . aub1 . . . bv =
m1 . . .mna1 . . . aub1 . . . bv −m1 . . .mna1 . . . au
10u(10v − 1)
.
(ii) m1 . . .mn . a1 . . . aub1 . . . bv = m1 . . .mn . a1 . . . au b1 . . . bv b1 . . . bv = . . . . This follows from the
identity:
b1 . . . bv
10v − 1
=
b1 . . . bv
10v
+
b1 . . . bv
10v(10v − 1)
(iii) For any i integer, 1 ≤ i < v, we have
m1 . . .mn . a1 . . . aub1 . . . bv = m1 . . .mn . a1 . . . aub1 . . . bibi+1 . . . bvb1 . . . bi.
To see this it is enough to observe that
b1 . . . bv
10v − 1
=
b1 . . . bi(10
v − 1) + bi+1 . . . bvb1 . . . bi
10i(10v − 1)
=
b1 . . . bi
10i
+
bi+1 . . . bvb1 . . . bi
10i(10v − 1)
.
(iv) m1 . . .mn . a1 . . . aub1 . . . bv = m1 . . .mn . a1 . . . aub1 . . . bvb1 . . . bv = . . ..
This can be checked in a similar way like in (ii).
(v) The decimal point shift rule: If one multiplies a decimal number by 10i the decimal point shifts
i places from left to right, conversely dividing a decimal number by 10i the point decimal shifts i
places from right to left.
Here some examples should be exhaustive to see how we can use the new definition to check it:
1) 2.4328 · 103 =
(
2 +
4
10
+
328
103+1
+
328
107(103 − 1)
)
103 = 2000 + 400 + 32 +
8
10
+
328
10(103 − 1)
=
2432.8328
2) 2.4328 · 10−3 =
(
2 +
4
10
+
328
10(103 − 1)
)
10−3 = 0.0024 +
328
104(103 − 1)
= 0.0024328
In order to compare two decimal numbers with this new point of view, it will be useful the following
definition.
Definition 2.4. Let α := m1 . . .mn. a1 . . . au b1, . . . , bv, be a periodic decimal representation of type
(2.1). Then we will call a1, . . . , au respectively, the first, second, . . ., u-th decimal digit of α. Moreover,
for every integer r ≥ 0, we will call:
b1 the (u+1+r v )-th, decimal digit of α,
b2 the (u+2+r v )-th, decimal digit of α,
...
bv the (u+ v-1+r v )-th, decimal digit of α.
The following remark allows to establish when two decimal of type (2.1) represent the same rational,
by their decimal digits.
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Remark 2.4. Let α and β two periodic decimal representations. Then α and β represent the same rational
if and only if for every positive integer i, the i-th digit of α coincides with the i-th digit of β. To see this,
write
α := m1 . . . ,mn.a1 . . . aub1 . . . bv and β := m
′
1 . . .m
′
n′ .a
′
1 . . . a
′
u′b
′
1 . . . b
′
v′ .
The decimal parts of α and β are less then 1, therefore if α and β represent the same rational then
they must have the same integer part: mi = m
′
i, i = 1, . . . , n = n
′. Now if ci and c
′
i are the i-th decimal
digit respectively of α and β, then by the point shift rule (see Remark 2.3, (v)) they are respectively the
unit digits of the integer part of α10i and β10i, therefore they coincides. In a similar way we can use the
decimal digits of α and β to establish which of the two is greater than the other.
We conclude this section noting that for periodic decimal representations of a rational number m/n
the natural extension of calculation’s rules - that are valid for finite decimals - are lost. For example:
• 0.4 + 0.6 = 4/10 + 6/10 = 1, instead 0.4 + 0.6 = 4/9 + 6/9 = 10/9.
• 0.4 · 0.6 = 4/10 · 6/10 = 24/100 = 0.24, instead 0.4 · 0.6 = 4/9 · 6/9 = 24/81 = 0.2962.
Finally we note that the periodic decimal representation provides all the lower approximations of m/n
in finite decimals.
3 An elementary proof of Euler’s Totient Theorem
In Introduction and along the paper we have highlighted the strong connection between periodic decimals
and the Euler’s Totient Theorem (Theorem 0.1, Introduction); moreover, we have recalled the difficulties
that (at the scholastic level) students meet about its proof, so that teachers usually avoid to explain this
crucial result. This causes the lay out of the lessons on decimals not very clear, or at least incomplete.
Here we propose an elementary and educationally feasible proof of such important theorem, that can be
given in secondary schools. For the sake of simplicity we will prove the theorem for a = 10.
Proof of Euler’s Totient Theorem.
Let
1. m1 < . . . < mϕ(b) be the integers in {1, . . . , b} that have no factors in common with b.
2. r1, . . . rϕ(b) be the remainders of the Euclidean division of 10m1 < . . . < 10mϕ(b) by b, i.e. let the
following relationships be valid
10m1 = q1 b+ r1, 0 ≤ r1 < b (3.1)
. . . . . . . . .
10mϕ(b) = qϕ(b) b+ rϕ(b), 0 ≤ rϕ(b) < b
We note that the remainders ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ ϕ(b), are:
I) all different from zero and having no factors in common with b. In fact, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , ϕ(b)},
a common factor between b and ri would be a factor of 10mi, but 10mi has no factors in common with b.
II) distinct. In fact, if it were ri = rj for some i > j, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , ϕ(b)}, by subtracting member to
member in relations (3.1), we would get
10(mi −mj) = b(qi − qj).
Since b is prime with 10, b should divide mi −mj , and this is a contradiction as 0 < mi −mj < b.
Hence
{r1, . . . , rϕ(b)} = {m1, . . . ,mϕ(b)}
and therefore, by multiplying member to member relations (3.1), we get:
10ϕ(b)m1 · . . . ·mϕ(b) = (q1 b+ r1) · . . . · (qϕ(b) b+ rϕ(b)) = qb+ r1 · . . . · rϕ(b) = qb+m1 · . . . ·mϕ(b),
which yields:
(10ϕ(b) − 1)m1 · . . . ·mϕ(b) = qb
But b has no factors in common with m1 · . . . · mϕ(b), and therefore b is necessarily a factor of 10ϕ(b)− 1.
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4 Conclusions
As we have seen in the brief historical analysis presented in the Introduction the two usual definitions of
decimal came about through a long path of formalization of the concept of number. These definitions
involve the use of two different types of infinity: the potential infinity is used in the definition utilizing
the long division (introduced at secondary school level and above) and the actual infinity is used in the
definition that uses the notion of series (introduced at undergraduate level). The reader that has less
familiarity with these concepts can see [MW], and reference therein. Studies conducted on the problems
caused by the 0.9 = 1 relation show the difficulty that students have in accepting as actual “infinite
ongoing processes” (see [MW], for example).
We think that the problems related to the understanding of periodic decimals may reside in how
they are defined, which is satisfactory for mathematicians professionals but not for students. In [Vin]
the author writes: The Definition represents, perhaps, more than anything else the conflict between the
structure of mathematics, as conceived by professional mathematicians, and the cognitive processes of
concepts of acquisition [...] The teaching should take into account the common psychological process for
acquisition of concepts and logical reasonings
This is why we believe that it can be reasonable to introduce a periodic decimal representations of
rational numbers that does not use infinite processes. Our approach is an attempt in this direction as it
eliminates both potential and actual infinity.
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